Stanford Organizations

Precourt Institute for Energy
TomKat Center for Sustainable Energy
Stanford Woods Institute for the Environment
Sustainable Stanford
Program on Energy and Sustainable Development

Student Organizations

Students for a Sustainable Stanford
Environmental Justice
Engineers for a Sustainable World
Stanford Energy Club

Courses, Events, Seminars

Understand Energy Course
Energy & the Environment Course
Fundamentals of Renewable Power Course

Energy-related Seminars
Energy-related Events

Other Courses

Follow Stanford Energy on social media!

https://energy.stanford.edu/media

*Images and underlined texts are hyperlinked!
Internships & Research

Internships

- Shultz Energy Fellowships
- Schneider Fellows Program
- Sustainable Finance Initiative
- TomKat energyStartup
- TomKat Innovation Transfer Program
- https://energy.stanford.edu/explore-energy/internships

Research

- Renewable Energy
- Energy Storage
- End Use & Efficiency
- Policy & Economics
- Fossil & Nuclear
- Environmental Impacts

- Stanford Environmental & Energy Policy Analysis Center
- Bits & Watts Initiative
- Natural Gas Initiative
- Program on Energy & Sustainable Development
- Research Funding
- Research Opportunities
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